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Use of wrap-around safety goggles, a dust mask and gloves is recommended when
using the 260 Hobby Abrasive Gun.The 260 is not recommended for use by
children.

FEATURES

❊ Unique overhead convertible trigger design
converts easily to right or left handed use

❊ Choice of three interchangeable paint
tips, air nozzles and needles. (Fine,
Medium and/or Heavy)

❊ Produces round or fan shaped spray pat-
terns which may be directed horizontally or
vertically

❊ 8oz. (240ml) non-drip, all aluminum paint cup
with simple cam action locking mechanism for
quick color changes

❊ Operated by compressors, suction feed, or fluid
pressure tank

❊ Separate fluid and fan controls are adjustable
❊ Flow rates and operating pressures for fan spray:
❊ Fine - 1.7CFM @ 30 PSI. (48L/min@2.1 bar)
❊ Medium - 2.3CFM @ 30 PSI. (65L/min@2.1 bar)
❊ Heavy - 3.5CFM @30 PSI. (99L/min@2.1 bar)
❊ Air and paint inlets are 1/4” NPT

BADGER   250BADGER® 260®

ABRASIVE GUN
The 260® Hobby Abrasive Gun creates
an endless variety of effects in glass
etching, or cuts monograms in wood or
metal. The 260® can also prep wood,
plastic, and metal surfaces and curved,
hard to reach areas for refinishing.
Realistic weathering effects are easily
achieved using this gun. The Model 260
will handle 220 grit, or finer abrasive
materials.

CONSTRUCTION

The 260® is made of high-impact delrin and precision
metal parts.The tip is hardened steel.

Badger’s Aluminum Oxide Abrasive is specially ground
to a 220 grit for use with the 260 Abrasive Gun.
Available in 12oz. (340g) and 5lb. (2.27kg) jars.

BADGER  400BADGER® 400®

DETAIL/TOUCH-UP GUN
The 400® strikes a balance between airbrushes and
high production spray guns. Most often used by
automotive painters, the 400® also handles large murals,
large RC planes and boats, acrylic renderings, backdrops
and applications of gesso or varnish. Made of precision-
machined, die-cast aluminum and zinc parts, the Model
400 is assembled, inspected and tested in actual use by
our skilled technicians before leaving the factory.
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SPRAY SIZES AT 7”
WORKING DISTANCE

Round Spray Diameter

Fine.........................1/2” to 3”

Medium...................5/8” to 4”

Heavy......................3/4” to 5”

Fan Spray Height and Width

Fine...........................3” x 1/2”

Medium.....................4” x 3/4”

Heavy........................5” x 3/4”

400-1 Fine, 400-2 Medium,
400-3 Heavy

Acrylics on surface
etched glass mug 

Surface etched glass mug

Abrasive artwork and acrylic painting by:
Frank Reyes, Glass Innovators

MODEL 260-3
Set includes a hobby
abrasive gun with
attached 4oz. (120ml)
jar, air hose, Propel™
can, Propel™
regulator, and 12oz. (340g) net weight jar of aluminum oxide, plus dust mask.

MODEL 260-1
The set is the same as the 260-3, excluding the Propel™ can and regulator (not pictured).
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Reverse-a-guard
air cap

3000 BFDA 1/4 oz. cup to 3 oz. jar Thin to the 2x hairline
4000 GFDA 1/3 oz. fixed cup consistency of to 1˝
5000 GFDA 1/8 oz. fixed cup 2% milk
6000 SFDA 1/3 oz. to 1 oz. cup or thinner.
Omni GFDA 1/32 oz. fixed reservoir

Nailaire
Matrix BF/GF DA 1/16 oz. rotational cup

Model     Type/Action    Reservoir Capacity         Fluid Viscosity      Spray Pattern

BF = Bottom Feed   GF = Gravity Feed    SF = Side Feed
DA = Dual Action (Color & Air Controlled with the Trigger)
SA = Single Action (Air Controlled with Trigger – Color Controlled Separately)

The Omni™ series was designed for tight
detail to broad spraying using a “One Tip-
One Needle” combination.When trying for
that one last detail, just the right blend or a
great smooth finish– Omni™ detail guns are
ideal. Omni™ airbrushes work equally well at
low or high pressures for varying
applications. Besides performing well with
finely ground colors, Omni™ airbrushes can
handle heavier automotive paint with no
need to change tips/needles. Designed with
state-of-the-art engineering, Omni™ air-
brushes are manufactured to the tightest
possible tolerances. Omni™ airbrushes
feature heavy nickel chrome plating, superior
balance, solvent resistant o-rings and numer-
ous other performance enhancements.
Omni™ airbrushes are known worldwide as
the performance and price preference to
other similarly designed airbrushes.

SPECIAL OMNI™ FEATURE
The reversible air cap guard is unique and
exclusive to Omni™ airbrushes– reversing
the air cap guard creates a smooth,
aerodynamically rounded area at the
tip/needle intersection enabling optimum air
flow efficiency for the sharpest and finest
lines.The “reverse-a-guard” air cap allows for
easy removal of tip dry. It can also be utilized
to protect the needle tip for novice
airbrushers or in more delicate airbrush
applications.

OTHER FEATURES
❊ Counter balanced cut-away handle
❊ Stainless steel needle
❊ Self-centering, self-sealing fluid tip
❊ Solvent resistant “O” rings
❊ Heavy nickel chrome plating
❊ Attached needle tube – rocker lever

assembly
❊ One piece trigger
❊ Adjustable trigger tension
❊ Each model hand tested in actual use
❊ Adjustable needle bearings (4000 and

6000 models)
❊ “Reverse-a-guard” air cap
❊ Adaptable for use with all major brand

airbrush jars and color cups
❊ One year limited warranty on all

components
❊ Lifetime labor warranty

OMNI DETAIL AIRBRUSHESOMNI™ DETAIL AIRBRUSHES

DUAL ACTION,
INTERNAL MIX SERIES

3000

4000

5000

6000

Omni Nailaire

Omni Matrix
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Illustration on
canvas by:
Michael Smith
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Conceptualized in concert with leading artists–In 1992 Thayer &
Chandler revolutionized the airbrush industry by engineering a high vol-
ume airbrush with a lighter,more comfortable, streamlined design and an
innovative, anti-clogging, cut-away handle feature.

Engineered for easy maintenance, all Vega™ parts are quickly changeable
for little down time. Self-centering, self-sealing fluid tips come in 3 sizes to
handle any airbrush application.The rocker lever is attached to the needle
tube for easy disassembly, and eliminating loose or shifting parts falling out
of the airbrush. A larger contoured one-piece trigger slips easily into
place, no more fumbling with two-piece triggers. Each Vega™ airbrush is
tested in actual use, assuring you the best in performance.

VEGA DETAIL AIRBRUSHESVEGA™ DETAIL AIRBRUSHES

T61-1 Set contains Vega™ 2000 airbrush with #1 fine tip, wrench, protective
cap, and instruction manual in a corrugated box. T61-3 with #3 medium tip.
T61-5 with #5 heavy tip.

T63 Complete Airbrush Kit Set contains Vega™ 2000 airbrush with all
three tips/needles/air caps, attachable jar, two additional mixing jars, 1/4 oz.
color cup, braided air hose w/varying air source fitting, airbrush holder,wrench,
protective cap, and instruction manual in an attractive POP box. T63K
complete kit with colors.

T75-3 Set contains a Vega™ 600 Medium Airbrush with a
protective cap and instruction manual in a corrugated box.

T76 Set contains a Vega™ 600 Medium Airbrush with an attachable
jar, vinyl hose with a compressor adapter and instruction manual in a
corrugated box.

T77 Set Contains a Vega™ 600 Medium Airbrush with an
attachable jar, vinyl hose with a compressor adapter, three 1oz. Jars
of MODELflex paints, 4oz cleaner and instruction manual in an
attractive POP box.

T86 Set contains Vega™ 1000 airbrush w/1/8 oz. mounted color cup, #3
medium tip,wrench, protective cap, and instruction manual in corrugated box.
T86K includes braided hose.

T85 Set contains Vega™ NailAire airbrush with #1fine tip and built-in fluid
reservoir, airbrush holder, wrench, protective cap, and instruction manual in a
convenient storage case. T85K includes braided hose.

T85003 Set contains Vega™ NailAir set T85, compressor  w/auto shutoff, nail
stencil set, nail video, air hose w/moisture trap, paint set, and instruction
manual.

T83 Set contains Omni™ 3000 bottom feed airbrush with attachable jar,
airbrush holder,wrench, protective cap, and instruction manual in a corrugated
box. T83K Includes braided air hose in a convenient storage case.

T81 Set contains Omni™ 6000 side feed airbrush with 1/3 oz. side color cup,
wrench, protective cap, and instruction manual in a corrugated box. T81K
Includes braided air hose in a convenient storage case.

T89 Set contains Omni™ 4000 gravity feed airbrush with 1/3 oz. mounted
color cup, airbrush holder, wrench, protective cap, and instruction manual in a
corrugated box T89K Includes braided air hose in a convenient storage case.

T88 Set contains Omni™ 5000 gravity feed airbrush with 1/8 oz. mounted
color cup, airbrush holder, wrench, protective cap, and instruction manual in a
corrugated box.T88K Includes braided air hose in a convenient storage case.

T82 Set contains Omni™ NailAir airbrush with built-in fluid reservoir,
protective cap, and instruction manual in a convenient storage case. T82K
Includes braided air hose.

T70 Set contains Omni™ Matrix airbrush with rotational gravity feed/bottom
feed color cup/adapter stem, protective cap, wrench, and instruction manual
in a convenient storage case.

600

1000

2000

DUAL ACTION,
INTERNAL MIX SERIES
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VEGA SETSVEGA™ SETS

OMNI SETSOMNI™ SETS

FEATURES
❊ Self-centering, self-sealing fluid tip
❊ Anti-clog, anodized aluminum, cut-away handle
❊ Attached back lever for easy assembly
❊ Spring adjuster customizes lever tension
❊ Stainless steel needles*
❊ Heavy nickel chrome plating
❊Vega airbrushes are tested in actual use before they leave the factory
❊ Adaptable for use with all major brand airbrush jars and color cups
❊ One year limited warranty on all components
❊ Lifetime labor warranty
* Needle identification–Fine is one line, Medium is three lines and Heavy is five lines

BF = Bottom Feed   GF = Gravity Feed    DA = Dual Action (Color & Air Controlled with the Trigger)
SA = Single Action (Air Controlled with Trigger – Color Controlled Separately)

Available Tip Sizes Fluid Spray
Model Reservoirs (All Vegas) Viscosity Pattern

2000 1/4 oz. cup No. 1 = 0.5 mm Light 1/64˝ - 1˝
to 3 oz. Jar

1000 Fixed 1/8 oz. cup No. 3 = 0.75 mm Medium 1/32˝  - 1-1/4˝
600 1/4 oz. cup

to 3 oz. Jar
Nailaire 1/32 oz. fixed No. 1 = 0.5 mm Light 1/64˝ - 1˝

reservoir 

Action
BFDA

GFDA
BFSA

GFDA
No. 5 = 1.0 mm Heavy 1/16˝ - 1-1/2˝

Type/

Vega Nailaire
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360-1: Set contains 360™ Universal® airbrush with all purpose nozzle/needle, attachable
jar, additional jar with cover, trigger pad, protective cap, and instruction manual in a plastic
case.
360-2: Set contains 360™ Universal® airbrush with protective cap, trigger pad, and
instruction manual in a corrugated box.
360-7: Set  contains 360™ Universal® airbrush with all purpose nozzle/needle, three
mixing jars, two jar adaptors, air hose w/varying air source fitting, trigger pad, protective
cap, and instruction manual in an attractive POP box.
360-9: Set contains 360™ Universal® airbrush with all purpose nozzle/needle, attachable
jar, additional jar with cover, extra nozzle/needle, air hose with varying air source fitting,
trigger pad, protective cap, and instruction manual in an elegant wooden storage case.

100-1: Set contains 100® side feed airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle complete with
1/16 oz. (2ml) self-standing color cup with screw-off bottom, protective cap, wrench
for head, and instruction manual in a plastic case. 100-LH-1 for left-handed Fine, 100-
2 for right-handed Medium, 100-LH-2 for left handed Medium.
100-4: Set contains 100® airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle and protective cap,one 1/8
oz. (3.5ml) and two 1/16 oz. (2ml) self-standing color cups with screw-off bottoms,
Medium nozzle/needle, braided air hose w/varying air source fitting, wrench for head,
instruction manual in an elegant wooden case.

200-1: Set contains 200NH™ airbrush with general purpose nozzle/needle and
attachable jar, protective cap, additional jar with cover, wrench for head, and instruction
manual.
200-3: Set contains 200NH™ airbrush with general purpose needle/nozzle and
attachable jar, protective cap, vinyl air hose, Propel™ regulator, Propel™ can, additional
jar with cover, head wrench and instruction manual.
200-5: Set contains 200NH™ airbrush with general purpose nozzle/needle and
attachable jar, protective cap, vinyl air hose, Propel™ regulator, wrench for head, and
instruction manual.
200-9: Set contains Fine Gravity Feed airbrush with permanently mounted 1/16 oz.
(2ml) color cup, protective cap, wrench for head, and instruction manual in a plastic
case. 200-10 for Medium.
200-11: Set contains Fine Gravity Feed airbrush with built-in fluid cavity, protective cap,
wrench for head, and instruction manual in a plastic  case. 200-12 for Medium.
200-20: Set contains Model 200 fine detail airbrush, 1/4 oz. color cup, jar w/jar adaptor,
extra jar w/cover, wrench, protective cap, and instruction manual in a plastic case.

350-1: Set contains 350® Fine nozzle airbrush, attachable jar, additional jar with cover,
wrench for needle assembly and instruction manual. 350-1M for Medium. 350-1H for
Heavy.
350-2: Set contains 350® Medium nozzle airbrush with attachable jar, vinyl air hose,
additional jar with cover, Propel™ regulator, wrench for needle assembly and
instruction manual.
350-3: Set contains 350® Medium nozzle airbrush with attachable jar, vinyl air hose,
additional jar with cover, 1/4 oz. (7ml) color cup, Propel™ regulator, Propel™ can,
wrench for needle assembly and instruction manual.
350-4: Set contains Medium airbrush with attachable jar, braided air hose with vary-
ing air source fitting, additional jar and cover, 1/4 oz. (7ml) color cup, Fine and Heavy
nozzles and fluid assemblies, wrench for needle assembly and instruction manual.
350-9: Set contains Medium airbrush with attachable jar, Propel™ regulator, vinyl air
hose, and wrench for needle assembly on blister card.

Photo of Model 360
airbrush on page 2

Photo of Model 175
airbrush on page 3

Photo of Model 150
airbrush on page 5

Photo of Model 100
airbrushes on page 4

150-1: Set contains 150® airbrush with Medium nozzle/needle and attachable jar,
additional jar with cover, 1/4 oz. (7ml) color cup, protective cap, wrench for head, and
instruction manual in a plastic case. 150-2 for Fine. 150-3 for Heavy.
150-4: Set contains 150® airbrush with Medium nozzle/needle and attachable jar,
protective cap, Heavy nozzle/needle, 1/4 oz. (7ml) color cup, additional jar with cover,
braided air hose with varying air source fitting, wrench for head, and instruction manual
in an attractive wooden storage case.
150-5: Same as 150-4 with additional Fine nozzle/needle.
150-7: Professional Set. Set contains 150® airbrush with Medium nozzle/needle and
attachable jar, protective cap, Fine and Heavy nozzle/neecles, 1/4 oz. (7ml) color cup,
additional jar with cover, braided air hose with varying air source fitting,wrench for head,
and instruction manual.

175-1: Set contains 175® Crescendo® airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle, 1/4 oz. (7ml)
color cup, jar with adaptor, additional jar with cover, trigger pad, protective cap, and
instruction manual in a plastic case. 175-2 for Medium. 175-3 for Heavy.
175-4: Set contains 175® Crescendo® airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle and trigger
pad in a corrugated box. 175-5 for Medium. 175-6 for Heavy.
175-7: Complete Airbrush Set
Set contains 175® Crescendo® airbrush with all three nozzles/needles (Fine, Medium
and Heavy), jar with jar adaptor, two additional jars with covers, braided air hose with
varying air source fitting, one 1/4 oz. (7ml) color cup, trigger pad, and protective cap, in
an attractive triangular display box.
175-8: Six Shooters™ Set
Set contains 6 Medium head airbrushes in a corrugated display box. Excellent choice
for “Multi-gun” set ups.
175-9: Set contains 175® Crescendo® airbrush with medium nozzle/needle, jar w/jar
adaptor, extra jar w/cover, braided airhose, heavy nozzle/needle, trigger pad, protective
cap, and instruction manual in an attractive wooden storage case.

250-1: Set contains spray gun with attached jar, Propel™ regulator, vinyl air hose, extra
jar with cover and instruction manual.
250-2: Set contains spray gun with attached jar, Propel™ regulator, and vinyl air hose
on blister card.
250-3: Set contains spray gun with attached jar, Propel™ regulator, vinyl air hose, extra
jar with cover, Propel™ can, and instruction manual.
250-4: Set contains mini spray gun with attached 4 oz. (120ml) jar, Propel™ regulator,
vinyl air hose, Propel™ can and instruction sheet.

UNIVERSAL  360UNIVERSAL® 360™

CRESCENDO  175CRESCENDO® 175®

BADGER  100BADGER® 100®

155-1: Set contains 155® Anthem® airbrush with all purpose nozzle/needle,
attachable jar, additional jar with cover, 1/4 oz (7 ml) color cup, trigger pad,
protective cap, and instruction manual in a plastic case.
155-2: Set contains 155® Anthem® airbrush with protective cap, trigger pad,
and instruction manual in a corrugated box.
155-7: Set contains 155® Anthem® airbrush with all purpose nozzle/needle,
attachable jar, two additional jars with covers, 1/4 oz (7 ml) color cup, air hose
w/varying air source fitting, trigger pad, protective cap, and instruction manual
in an attractive triangular box.
155-9: Set contains 155® Anthem® airbrush with all purpose nozzle/needle,
attachable jar, additional jar with cover, extra nozzle/needle, air hose with
varying air source fitting, trigger pad, protective cap, and instruction manual in
an elegant wooden storage case.

ANTHEM  155ANTHEM® 155® Photo of Model 155
airbrush on page 3

BADGER  150BADGER® 150®

BADGER  200BADGER® 200® Photo of Model 200
airbrush on page 5

BADGER  350BADGER® 350® Photo of Model 350
airbrush on page 6

BADGER 250BADGER® 250® Photo of Model 250
airbrush on page 6
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Photo of Model 3155
airbrush on page 3

3155-1: Set contains 3155™ Hybrid™ airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle, 1/4 oz. (7ml)
color cup, 2 ea. 3/4 oz. jars, jar adaptor cap.
3155-2: Set contains 3155™ Hybrid™ airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle, airbrush only.
3155-3: Set contains 3155™ Hybrid™ airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle, one 1/4 oz.
(7ml) color cup, 3/4 oz. jar w/adaptor cap and one 6’ braided hose.

HYBRID  3155HYBRID™ 3155™

100-3: Set contains gravity feed airbrush with Fine needle/nozzle and permanently
mounted 1/16 oz. (2ml) color cup, counter-balanced handle, protective cap, wrench for
head, and instruction manual in a plastic case. 100-32 for Medium.
100-5LG: Set contains gravity feed airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle and large
permanently mounted 1/3 oz. (10.5ml) color cup, friction cap to prevent spillage,
counter-balanced handle, wrench for head, and instruction manual in a plastic case. 100-
6 for Medium. 100-7 for Heavy
100-8SG: Set contains 100® airbrush with Fine nozzle/needle and built-in fluid cavity,
counter-balanced handle, prortective cap, wrench for head, and instruction manual in a
plastic case. 100-9 for Medium.



HOBBY SETS
Hobbyists, both novice and advanced, will find a Badger hobby set perfect for their individual skill level.

Model 250-7

MODEL 350-6 COMPLETE CRAFT SET

Set contains a 350® airbrush with attachable 3/4oz. (22ml) jar, vinyl air hose,Propel™ regulator,
Propel™ can,mixing jar with cover, three reusable stencil designs, two sheets of airbrush paper,
five Air-Tex® colors, one Air-Tex® cleaner, and “how-to” booklet.

MODEL 250-7 BASIC SPRAY GUN HOBBY SET

Set contains a 250® spray gun with attachable 3/4oz. (22ml) jar, vinyl air hose, Propel™
regulator, Propel™ can, mixing jar with cover, three MODELflex® colors, 32 page “how-
to” book, one mixing pipette, and instruction book.

Model 350-6

MODEL 250-5 BASIC SPRAY GUN CRAFT SET

Set contains a 250® spray gun with attached 3/4oz. (22ml) jar, Propel™ can, three Neon fabric paints,
vinyl air hose, Propel™ regulator, five pre-cut stencil designs, and a complete “how-to” instruction
booklet. Great for kids age 8 and up.

ILLUSTRATOR SETS
Whether you are a student, or an experienced airbrush artist, you’ll find these sets ideal. Each set comes with suggested practice lessons to familiarize
you with the airbrush and accessories.

MODEL 100-34 (100-35 AND 100-36)

Set contains 100 G dual action, gravity feed, internal mix airbrush, Recoil™ air hose, seven 1oz. (30ml) Air-Opaque™ colors, one 1oz. (30ml) Air-
Opaque™ cleaner, one roll Foto/Frisket® Film , five sheets  Brite White™ paper, two sheets of Brite White™ printed with geometric shape exercises,
two laser-cut template rulers, cutting knife and instruction book. Model 100-35 same as the 100-34 set, except with 100 SG airbrush. Model 100-36
same as 100-34 except with 100 LG airbrush.

SPECIALTY SETSSPECIALTY SETS

CRAFT SETS
Both beginning and advanced crafters will find a Badger craft set to satisfy their creative desires. Each set contains everything needed to start airbrush-
ing right out of the box.
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Model 250-5
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TANNING SETS
Get a gorgeous Caribbean Tan...the healthy way without harmful effects from the sun or
tanning booths with Totally Tan™ Water Based Airbrush Tanning.

Totally Tan Airbrush Tanning Set (Stock #22-400) includes:
❊Totally Tan T909 Air Star V Compressor
❊Totally Tan 3000TT Tanning Airbrush

with maximum flow handle
❊Totally Tan Dark DHA Tanning Solution

(32 ounces)
❊Totally Tan Airbrush Cleaner (16 ounces)

❊Two, 2 ounce dispensing bottles and adapters
❊ 10 Foot Recoil Air Hose
❊Totally Tan instruction manual
❊Totally Tan Application Instruction Video
❊Totally Tan Window Poster
❊ 12 Totally Tan Consumer Handouts

MODEL 22-1500 TOTALLY TATTOO AIRBRUSH PAINTING & TATTOOING SYSTEM

Set contains: one Anthem® airbrush, one T909™ Compressor, twelve colors of 4 oz.Totally Tattoo® body paint, twelve FastBlast caps, nine Totally Tattoo®

stencils, sixty application prep pads, one 4 oz. bottle with FastBlast cap, and one recoil air hose.

MODEL 54-3100 COMPLETE SALON TEMPORARY TATTOO,TANNING & NAIL PAINTING KIT

Set contains: one Anthem® airbrush with a quick disconnect, one 3000TT airbrush with quick disconnect, one Vega Nailaire airbrush with quick
disconnect, one T909™ compressor, one eight foot hose with quick disconnect, twelve colors of  4 oz.Totally Tattoo body paint, twelve FastBlast caps,
nine Totally Tattoo® stencils, sixty application prep pads, two 1 oz. bottles of Nail Extender, thirty-two 1 oz. Nail Flair colors, forty-eight nail stencils,
one 1/2 oz. bottle of Nail Flair® top coat, one 4 oz. bottle of Nail Flair cleaner, 1/2 gallon of dark DHA tanning solution, two 2 oz. jars with adapters,
and one tanning application instruction video.
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MODEL 150-15 (200-15 AND 350-15)
150® set contains a 150® dual action, bottom feed, internal mix airbrush
with attachable jar, vinyl air hose, Propel™ regulator, two 1oz. (30ml)
bottles of paint, Propel™ can, color selection chart and an instruction
sheet on lure painting. Model 200-15 same as Model 150-15, but with a
200® single action, internal mix airbrush. Model 350-15 is the same as Model 150-15, but
with a 350® single action, external mix airbrush.

CERAMIC SETS
Whether you’re a novice or seasoned ceramist, you’ll find Badger has the ceramic set perfect for you. Each set
includes a detailed instruction book with learning exercises.

MODEL 250-8 GLAZE GUN SET
Set contains a Model 250 mini spray gun with attached 4oz. (120ml) jar, extra jar cover, and heavy-duty braided  air
hose with varying air source fitting in a durable corrugated storage box.

MODEL 350-8 CERAMIC SET
Set contains a Model 350 airbrush with a Medium (M) fluid tip and needle assembly, attachable jar, extra jar cover,
additional jar with cover, heavy-duty braided air hose with varying air source fitting, and head wrench in a durable
corrugated storage box.

MODEL 200-8 DELUXE CERAMIC SET
Set contains a Model 200 airbrush with Heavy (H) nozzle/needle and attachable jar,
protective cap, extra jar cover, additional jar with cover, heavy-duty braided air hose with
varying air source fitting and wrench in a durable corrugated storage box.

MODEL 150-8 PROFESSIONAL CERAMIC SET
Set contains a Model 150 airbrush with a Medium (M) nozzle/needle,
attachable jar, protective cap, Heavy (H) nozzle/needle, 1/4oz.(7ml) color
cup, additional jars with cover, heavy-duty braided air hose with varying air
source fitting, and head wrench in a durable corrugated orage box.

FINGERNAIL PAINTING SETS
Fingernail painting is made easy with professional results by simply following the
“how-to” - 1, 2, 3 - steps on the back of each sleeve.

MODEL 100-13 AND 100-14
Set contains a dual action, gravity feed 100 SG airbrush with Medium (M) nozzle/needle,
two 1oz. (30ml) colors for fingernails, Propel™ regulator, vinyl air hose, Propel™ can,
Foto/Frisket® Film, laser-cut stencil designs, and instruction book. Model 100-14 includes
30 minute instructional videotape. (#BV004)

MODEL 200-13 AND 200-14
Model 200-13 is the same as the 100-13, except it contains the single action 200 SG
airbrush with Medium (M) nozzle/needle. Model 200-14 also includes instructional video.
(#BV004)

MODEL 10-1200
Set contains one Vega™ Nailaire™ airbrush, one T909™ compressor, one recoil air hose,
twelve 1 oz. Nail Flair® colors, one 1 oz. bottle of Nail Flair® Extender, one 16 oz. bottle

of Nail Flair® cleaner, eight  nail stencil wheels, and three 1/2 oz. bottles of Nail Flair® top coat.

SPECIALTY SETSSPECIALTY SETS

TAXIDERMY SETS
Choose the set which best meets your skill level and needs. From
beginner to professional, Badger has the taxidermy set for you.
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Sculpture and finishing
by: Clark Schreibeis

200-8

Ceramic art by:
Joyce Sheets


